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Images simulated.

SM-F916U

64MP + 16MP + 12MP Rear Camera.
10MP + 8MP Front Camera

Folded 15.81cm (6.2”). Unfolded 19.27cm (7.6”)

256GB RAM

4500mAh

Qualcomm SM8250 Snapdragon 865+

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

Processor

Mystic BlackMystic Bronze



Images simulated. *When measured diagonally, the screen size is 15.81cm (6.2") in a full rectangle and 15.65cm (6.2") accounting for the rounded corners.
The actual viewable area is smaller due to the rounded corners and camera hole.

When folded
it has an expansive 15.81cm* (6.2") 
display, perfect for texting, talking and 
gaming.

When unfolded
it reveals a 19.27cm* (7.6") tablet-like 
display made with Samsung 
Ultra-Thin Glass.

Designed to change the shape of the future1

Hideaway hinge mechanism2 The greatest durability 3

The state-of-the-art hinge behind the 
Samsung logo smooths out your every 
fold and unfold.

The thick Protective Layer and the 
optimised Underlying Metal cover 
minimise the risk of damage.
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The power of 3 apps in one tap
with App Pair*, allowing you to view your 
apps in your ideal layout.

The splendour of the Main Screen
is revealed in its entirety when the 
cover screen is unfolded.

Multi-tasking that keeps you ahead4

Galaxy Z Premier Service5

Dial 1800-20-7267864 for dedicated customer care, to have a seamless and perfect 
experience.

Images simulated. *Certain applications may not support Multi Active Window. Up to 3 apps may be opened on the Main Screen with Split Screen, then 5 more apps may be opened with Pop-up View for a total of 8 apps.



View more, do more6

Get the best display and gaming experience with the 19.27cm Dynamic AMOLED 2X 
screen, and Flex Mode with optimised UI.

All-day battery8

Enjoy the combined power of two batteries in one 4500mAh* power source, which 
actively conserves energy.

Picture the world differently7

Take your selfies to a new level
with the magnificent high-resolution
rear camera.

Enjoy Dual Preview
with previews on both the main screen 
and the cover screen.

Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 
standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4365mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.



Open type

2way speaker with 11mm woofer
and 6.5mm tweeter

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

Intelligent ANC
Professional sound with 2-way 
speakers
• 11mm woofer for full bass
• 6.5mm tweeter with low distortion
360 Audio Dolby Atmos

Wireless Charging

Phantom Violet, Phantom Black and
Phantom Silver

Open type

One Way 1.2cm
(12mm speakers with bass duct)

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

ANC for Open type
Always on Mic for Bixby
Spotify Controls
Gaming Mode

60mAh (each Bud) / 472 mAh (case)

Up to 8hrs (Buds) /
29hrs (with case) playtime

Wireless Charging

Mystic Black, Mystic Bronze and
Mystic White

Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).
Samsung travel adapter used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors.



Fast charging, play time* up to 33 hours

1-button remote & microphone with detachable cable

Superior audio quality - AAC audio support

Y500

Fast charging, play time* up to 8 hours

Mic with voice assistant, 3-button remote and magnetic buds
 
Superior audio quality,  Apt-x technology and AAC audio support

N200

Fast charging, play time* up to 8 hours

Mic with voice assistant, 3-button remote
 
Superior audio quality, AAC audio support

Y100

Take your experience to the next level

Adaptive noise-cancelling technology, perfect for travel and commuting

Play time* up to 20 hours, one button remote and detachable cable
 
Comfortable fit, soft ear cushions and 90˚rotating hinges

N700

Images simulated.
*The Playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions, may vary depending upon individual usage.
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Wireless Headphones

ITFIT  - A08B
Flexible neckband

Play time* up to 6 hours

BE7
Sweat-proof (IPX4)

Play time* up to 6 hours

103B
Flexible neckband with magnetic buds

Play time* up to 5 hours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated.
*The Playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions, may vary depending upon individual usage.

Flexible and bendable neckband*

Top-quality audio with 2-way speaker units
 
Seamless bluetooth sound without interference

Access Bixby# using the active key

Stereo bluetooth headset

Sophisticated design with flexible neckband

2 mics for clearer voice calls and vibration alerts 

1.2cm dynamic speaker for a richer sound

*Bending the UFlex neckband might cause the foam in the band part to change shape and excessive neckband 
bending could cause a product malfunction. Do not bend the neckband by more than 100 degrees.
 #Bixby is compatible with select Samsung mobile devices. 



Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated.
*The Playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions, may vary depending upon individual usage.

Galaxy Smartphone covers

Level up to luxury

Slim style with a good grip

Change the look with ease

Galaxy Z Flip Leather Cover

Safeguarded from all sides

Easy access with the S View Cover

Galaxy Note10 Lite S View Wallet

Dedicated intelligent UX

Sturdy and durable

Trendy colour variation

Galaxy S20 / S20+ / S20 Ultra

Style your movement

Wrap your phone in luxury

Durability that stands out

Galaxy Z Fold2

Trendy style in timeless hues

Slim yet sturdy

Another layer of mystic

Galaxy Note20

Keep it clear

Transparency made tough

Kick back to watch a movie

Galaxy Note20 Ultra



Exclusive benefits

Click to know more

Samsung pay: the simple way.

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy.
Defense-grade security

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung.

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Images simulated.



Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with
multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Appointment bookingConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

Samsung Care+

We've got you covered

Click to know more

Mobile care plan that protects your smartphone 
beyond the standard warranty, with coverage for all 
accidental damage for up to 2 years.  



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N.-U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            Samsungmobileindia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia

Samsung
Members

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat
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